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Festival of Sports Innovations 

- To celebrate the 80th anniversary of the FSGT 

- Highlight the contribution of the popular sport in the 

sports culture 

- Allow the participants to discover the innovations of 

FSGT and popular sport 

Villette Parc 

Jules Ladoumègue 

stadium 

June 3, 4 and 5 Paris 



The program 
Debates and lectures 

June 3 and 4 

- The innovation breakthrough in popular sport thanks to the education of physical activity 

 

- The self-management notion in sport 

 

- The historical innovations in sport by the FSGT 

 

- The sports associations : between foundation and renewal 



The program 
Animations open to the public 

athletisme 

judo 
football 

volley-ball 

urban double-dutch art 

climbing 
tennis 

sports for disabled 

And many more… 

June 4 30 activities for the public to discover 

Past and futures innovations 

The purpose is to innovate on the educational side 

 For the individual : to enter, to stay and to progress in the activity 

 For the collective : the full-participation will permit to have access to sports equipement for a 

solidarity project  

For all ages  

For all level of pratice 



The program 
Competitions 

June 3 4 and 5 FSGT-made competition 

Self refereed - Football tournament for the scholars of Paris   

International  7aside football tournament : 10 countries involved 

Auguste Delaune Cup Finale : 11 aside football with 2 referees 
2nd Football cup in France in term of participants 

Auguste Muaythai and Kick-boxing national championship 



The program 
Competitions 

June 3 4 and 5 Experimental competitions 

Volley-ball tournament with real mixity  

2 girls and 2 guys of each team on the pitch 

Table tennis tournament 

Harbat rackets 

Mixity Basket-ball tournament 

3 versus 3 

Multi-sports tournament 

10 sports to perform 
Athletics hurdle relay for children 
Inspired by UISP  



The program 
Expositions 

June 3 4 5 

See and understand how FSGT work for the 

accessibilty of sport for all 

Through all the history of some major projects 

- FSGT : from red  sport to popular sport 

- The innovations through the education of physical activity 

- Climbing  : from climb to responsabilisation 

- From sport for children to parents/baby practice 



The program 
Celebration 

June 4 

A big feast with shows of FSGT members 

A DJ set  

And a lot of surprises!!!  



The festival of sports innovations 
In Numbers 

- 1 festival 

- 3 days 

- 400 volunteers 

- Around 6000 participants 

- 40 sports or activities involved 

“Innovation is a requirement to allow 
every people to reach their highest 

level of achievement within a context 
of commitment, solidarity and 

cooperation” 

The festival coordination 

Thank you for your attention 
Grazie per la vostra attenzione 

FSGT sport populaire 
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